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Medicine: (Prunus) Laurocerasus                                                                               

Hypothesis: Eneida Favre & Mirtes MS André at Escola Kentiana do RJ/ IHJTK, 2002.                                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                                      Version 4: 28/02/16 
 

Description: Prunus laurocerasus is a plant from the Rosacea Family, 
known by the common names of cherry bay leaf or cherry tree bay leaf, 
with a natural distribution in the southeast part of Asia and southern part 
of Europe, around the Black Sea. The pathogenesis was performed with the 
leaves that are poisonous; the ripe fruit are eatable. Laurocerasus, is 
basically injured in its nutritious and locomotor functions. The bay leaf 
used as seasoning is the Laurus nobilis. 

 
Hypothesis: Envied Divine Attribute – GOD´S LIFE – Envied from GOD to have life by its own self, 
and this life maintained by an intelligence in act,which would guarantee life.  Always actual, i.e., in its 
maximum vitality and without extinction.  
Main Themes:  DESARTICULATION  /  LACK OF VITALITY  
 
Masi Elizalde - Primary Psora is reflected in the uncertainty of the rational soul of modern man 
about the existence of God on the historical reality of his past perfection and bliss, and about the 
future possibility to recover them and be assured of their eternal condition. Primary Psora Latent is 
one in which the correct resolution of conflictive imagination content is ceasing distress, or when it 
desappears for therapeutic  action, allowing, in second step, the equal consideration of imaginative 
unknown, along with the acquisition of knowledge needed to solve it, prevent its return. Primary 
Psora Governing is one in which the imagination of content is lived with anxiety and is not resolved, 
or badly resolved. (Elizalde, M. Acta IIAEHJTKent 3, 1985) 
 
Primary Psora Nucleus 
Transgression or Guilty – Want to have life on his own, and this life to be kept by an intelligence in 
act, that would guarantee life always actual, i.e., in it’s maximum vitality and without extinction. 
Disregarded, in human nature, the life linked to an intelectual that acts in steps, that is dependent of 
senses and that needs the movement to keep it; wanted to be independent from God for the 
maintenance of its own life (DD-Nat-m) 
 Loss - Vitality. Lost its link with God who give him life; loss of vital reaction, ideas, memory and 
mental clearence, encouragement and vitality, of its ability to decide. When man decides to be 
indepentend from God, by not accepting its predetermination (the limitation of nature and man), 
suffers this condition as if out of touch from God in its own existence and matter - that is, the 
Laurocerasus´ drama.  
Fear of Punishment - Symptomatology expressed in its low vitality, in the impossibility of thinking, 
in the destruction of sensibility and in the impediment of movements. Will no recover, not reach, 
however, the desired health. Hence all the symptoms of loss of vitality, which in one way or another, 
can lead him gradually to death. 
Nostalgia – from the connection with God that gave him vitality. 
Justification – sensation of not been understood; illusion of been accused and criticized. 
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Miasmatic Dynamic 
Secondary Psora – Anxiety and apprehension that doesn´t give him a moment of rest. Feels 
abandoned. Fear of imaginary and imminent evils (that puts your life under risk), from insanity, 
death, sudden death, insomnia for fear. Body and mind weakness; lack of strenght (DD - Sil). 
Egotrophyc Tertiary Psora - Will be a person that shows extraordinary vitality, superior to all the 
other ones; everything looks new and brilliant, which translates a plain vitality, of which he doesn´t 
enjoy.How to show that someone has great vitality? An athletic state, ability of resistance to the 
effort; full of life, strength, health. 
Egolytic Tertiary Psora - Feels: “lost my life”; when in despair, he prefers rather die than live. 
Alterlytic Tertiary Psora – Will make the other to feel the eminence of loss of life. 
 
Masi Elizalde Considerations: With the sympton “aversion to get closer to heat being with lack of 
vital heat”, the first is to ask ourselves “what is normal?” If I feel cold, I need to get closer to the 
heat.”But what have I done if, when performing this physiolocical need, I end feeling sick?” Why has 
this gone from well-being to ill-being? Here is the loose end. It´s Worth to say that this is our intellect 
starting point: something normally good for me has become a bad thing. And we should take into 
consideration the fundamental norm of methodology: if something good became evil, it is because I 
revolted myself, didn´t obey, did not want to recognize the good that existed in the heat, the 
dependence of heat for my well being. Without the referential scheme it is impossible to understand. 
Everybody believes that it is hard to the deductible images, but it is very easy if the medicine’s 
miasmatic dynamics was captured and the argument from around this unique thing moves. 
We have to make the diferential diagnosis with the other medicines that talk about vitality and look 
for the nuance that distinguish Laur from the devitalized ones. Howeer, I would like a greater 
precision in the connection in between lack of vitality and disarticulation. This is another of the big 
themes and did not seem to me to be sufficiently linked to lack of vitality. See that you, 
independently, looking for the metaphysical explanation of the problem, came to the same question 
when I studied Psorinum, the other great devitalized. That is the question where Thomas Aquinas 
mentions Aristoteles, the philosopher, saying that “for some reason he says that eternity comes from 
the fact of having intelligence always in action”. But here, it seems to me that Laur doesn´t matter 
about eternity; he puts emphasis in LIFE, that life be eternal or not may matter to him, so the elderly 
men, the beards. But according to your work, would give an impression that what is interesting to 
you is life itself and not that life is ethernal as in Psor. In the abdome, has a sensation that something 
breaks: the umbilical cord associated to life influx that comes from God, because in birth this 
articulation breaks through, where the disarticulation comes in. 
 
Eneida Favre & Mirtes MS André Considerations: 
By the study of the Laurocerasus medical matters, we concluded that what it comtemplates as a good 
is Health, in its vitality aspect, not presenting difficulty about the consideration of its purpose. As per 
the consideration of the means, we found that it is not capable to analyse or deliberate about the best 
mean to reach the desired purpose, as the intellectual is compromised, in a sense that it cannot share 
the ideas, which would propitiate the necessary intellect. In the same way, the desire doesn´t get to 
chose the best mean to perform the purpose, as no other purpose has been presented. In 
Laurocerasus we observed the following symptom: loss of ideas always when on move. 
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We deduct from this that even undertaking any movement to reach the chosen purpose, it misses 
ideas, forgetting what it needs for the execution of thwe purpose. On the other hand if mobilized, 
doesn´t lose reflection, but also cannot go searching for what it desires; or because the move 
prevents  the thinking,or because is devitalized, impossible to move. Due to that, Laurocerasus is 
prevented to accomplish any purpose, as found in the clinic, where we check that he may not recover, 
not reaching, therefore, the desired health. 
What calls our attention in the medicine is its extreme lack of vitality. Laurocerasus is a heroic 
medicine in cases of neonata wasl cyanosis. It is as if he born dying. Will not recover, his wounds 
doesn´t heal and, when in despair, prefers to die instead of live. All that contrast with the illusion of 
the egotrophic content that “all seems new and brilliant” that translate a plain vitality, of which he 
doesn´t enjoy. And as egotrophy is related to the transgression, its worth mentioning that vitality 
competes to men (see Annex – God´s life) 
We´ve learned in Saint Thomas that God is the unique that posses life itself,  by excellence, not 
receiving it from other, and living it on a most perfect and everlasting, as the divine intelligence is a 
pure act. Now, the human life, is communicated to the man by  GOD,  as per Genesis 2,7, and it’s 
maintenance depends on the man utilizing the intellectual tools that he possesses, as he intelligence, 
contrary to the divine one, is found in power and updated by a process that is proper from the 
human nature.The human intelligence uses for its plain development, of informations captured by 
the outer senses. They supply the fuel to the intelligence, through the apprehension of material 
objects “forms”, which allows to intelligence, the formation of concepts, or ideas, and, by its 
comparison, the formation of judgements, necessary for the maintenance of life. The intelligence and 
the will, acting under a commom agreement, order the actions to be executed by the motor organs, 
allowing the achievement of a determinate purpose. We know that we have life because we are able 
to intellectual action and move, and in Laurocerasus symptomatology we find the corroboration of 
the hyphotesis that envied, from GOD, to have life by itself, and that this life to be maintained by an 
intelligence in action, which would guarantee life always existing, i.e., in its full vitality and without 
extinction. 
Despised, in human nature, life coupled with an intellect that operates in stages, which is dependent 
on the senses and you need the movement to keep it.  As a result of such transgression, Laurocerasus 
suffers symptoms expressed on its low vitality, unable to think, in the destruction of the sensitivity 
and the impediment of the movements. Hence all the symptoms of loss of vitality, which in one way 
or another, seem to take it to a condition that gradually leads to death.  Thus, the soporous states, 
unconsciousness, coma, catalepsy and sudden death we found markedly in medicine.  The weakness 
of the vital condition already manifests itself in paleness in its twisted expression, in weakness, on 
fatigue and aggravation by physical effort.  There is loss of vitality of the tissues, which do not 
regenerate and feature including gangrene, especially on the penis, which is the organ of copulation, 
whose largest purpose is to generate a new life. The woman, after childbirth, presents serious 
bleeding, evidencing a vital fade.  The child is born can already demonstrate the lack of vitality 
through the heart injured, showing severe cyanosis.  Collapse, shock and paralysis of vital organs are 
other manifestations of product characteristics.  Laurocerasus offers sensations and illusions 
connected with death and have scary dreams with dead men.  The rashes on the body such as worms 
and insects crawling refer us to the image of the state of putrefaction of dead body.  Presents 
ineffective efforts to get rid of organic waste, worsening the state of intoxication of the organism and 
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contributing to his root canal.  A lot of feeling cold, you can't get warm or near a stove on, as a dead 
man, without vital heat.  According to thomistic philosophy, happiness is the possession of good 
desired, and Laurocerasus feels happy when everything looks new and shiny, i.e. when things feature 
freshness, vigor and vitality, confirming the hyphotesis that has envied a vitality without limits or 
restrictions. 
 
There are two symptoms that portray well the suffering of meddecine for having refused to accept 
the human intellectual process through the sensory power: 1) the eyes are open, staring, as if forcing 
you to look, and yet, your pupils remain insensitive to light; 2) feels great anxiety for realizing the 
much larger objects than they are, and just a touch of these is that it returns the actual size of things, 
that is, only the use of the senses can restore the knowledge that is able to perform as a human being. 
Your senses are dulled, there is loss of sensation and insensitivity of perceptive powers.  Such a state 
does not allow you to fully realize the mental operations, and your mind is weak and confused, the 
brain seems cloudy, the concentration is difficult, the ideas are slow and disabled, and there is 
impossibility of concatenating the thoughts to the training of judgments. Disconnected ideas don't 
allow you to sort properly the motor actions for the achievement of the desired end.  And, even if you 
try to perform the move, loses his mind, suddenly forget what you thought.  Is at the same time 
stopped in the movement and in thought, acts that characterize what we call life in man.  In 
Laurocerasus, there is a whole range of symptoms related to feelings of detachment, offset, 
disconnection, lack of unity and disarticulation, as for example: awkward to put thoughts; feel the 
joints as if they were loosely articulated; it seems that the joints will give in; feeling that the joints are 
forced to separate, the brain seems loose, feeling a loose mass in the abdomen; feeling that 
something peels back near the navel. (DD: Aur) 
It is impossible not to make a connection between the sensation that something presents 
Laurocerasus gives off near the navel and umbilical cord cut suffered by humans at birth, separating 
him from his mother, whose body was its maintainer of life received from God until that moment.  
From there, begins its own process of learning how to maintain their existence, what is conditioned 
to his own nature. Thinking on the human organism as a substantial composite, sensations in the 
physical and mental plan are expression of existential problems of medicine. We read in Saint 
Thomas Aquinas: "Although, however, our intellect moves by itself to act, however, certain conditions 
are imposed by nature, as the first principles, that he cannot help but admit, and the last order, you 
can't help but want to. Hence, although in some respects, move yourself, others, however, it must be 
moved by another".   That is, that the man keep his life, need to use the freedom that is, their 
intelligence and will, in accordance with the first principles (the limitations of nature and man) and 
the last order of existence (God), previously determined by him.  
 
Key notes: Laurocerasus is the drug of choice in the neonatal syndromes with cyanosis, mainly due 
to congenital heart defects. Clinical symptom cured: Mitral regurgitation, heart weakness. 
 
AUT. SYMBOLOGY / MYTHOLOGY 

 
 
 

Genesis 2, 7 — "Formed, the Lord God to man of the slime of the Earth, and breathed on 
your face a breath of life; and received the man soul and life ".    
Léon Denis: the conscience sleeps in the mineral, vegetable, stirred dreams in animal and 
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CJ 

awakens in man.  
Vedic prayer: God is the life of our life and the glory of our soul, and resides in akasha* of 
our heart. *Akasha - is the original principle, cosmic space, ether, the fifth cosmic element 
(quintessence), the fifth point of the Pentagram. Means the basis and essence of all things 
in the material world. 
Old age: if old age is a sign of wisdom and virtue (priests are originally older, i.e. sages and 
guides); If China has always honoured the old, is that it is a prefiguration of longevity, a 
long accumulation of experience and reflection, which is only an imperfect image of 
immortality.  [...]  In the same Revelation, the word is presented in white hair, once again a 
sign of eternity.   
Beard: symbol of virility, courage, wisdom.  
Peach: often, the peach are symbols of immortality.  The peach tree of Siwang, the real 
mother of the west, produces every three thousand years peaches which confer 
immortality. The immortals feed on flowers of peach tree (and plum) or, as Koyeu, peaches 
of Mount Sweated.  [...]  The legends of the Chinese secret societies take up symbolically 
the historical theme of the promise of the garden of peach trees. 
 

AUT. OTHER AUTHORS 
Al1 86 
 
Kent  

Sensation of heat in the middle of the forehead, and then a freshness as per a draft, the last 
continuing for a long time (after 30 minutes).  
Individuals who have a coldness as if dead, approach the fire to keep warm, but they feel 
nausea, and when it moves slowly in the open air, the sweat ceases and the front heats up. 
In bouts of suffocation wants to lie down (as Psor).  
 

AUT. MATERIA MEDICA – THEMES 
 

 
AL1 1021 
AL1 1022 
HE   
CL  
 
CL  
AL1 1020 
AL1 215 
 
HE  
 
 
 
AL1 52 
 
AL1 105 
 
AL1 214 
 
 

THEMATIC 1 -  IMAGINARY  ILLNESSESS 
Scary dreams with fire that awake you. 
Scary dreams of dead men and fire. 
Fear and anxiety about imaginary evils; discouragement. 
Great anxiety, apprehension and excitement, that do not allow a moment of rest, even at night, but that 
disappear outdoors.  
Fear and anxiety for imaginary ills.  
He dreamed he was standing on a ledge too high and not very safe, or a very high scaffolding, without being 
anxious. While awake, he fantasizes that see elderly men with long beards and distorted faces; and sparks of 
fire.  
After feeling bad for eight days, when several attacks of vomiting water like occurred, the paroxysms began; 
[...] during the interval, confusion of the head, pain in the epigastrium, great lassitude, weakness, anxiety and 
restlessness; occasional short sleep disturbed by dreams, waking up startling, or contractures of the whole 
body; Occasionally, delirium, shouts for help.no fever 
Weight of the head, especially on the forehead, associated with pressure of the eye sockets, as if the eyeballs 
were too big for them (after 60 drops).  
A pressure out in front, with heat and perspiration of forehead and hands, and a sensation as if the head 
were increased (after 1 hour).  
Remarkable illusion of vision; everything seems too big, with great anxiety; for example, the chairs look like 
someone couldn't down them; toss the stairs as if someone couldn't get down on him; but as soon as the 
objects were touched, the illusion disappears and all assumed their natural form (coffee, an antidote).  
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AL1 278 
AL1 787 
HE 
AL1 313 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A posterior tooth on bottom row left seems larger and longer (after 1 hour and 15 min).   
The humeral head is painful, like I was swollen and there was enough room in the joint capsule. 
The objects appear larger 
Taste and smell of peach schnapps in the mouth (after 15 minutes).  
 
THEMATIC 1:  Imaginary ailments  / Disorders for fear for fright / Disorders / Surprise / Stunning Fire / 
Fire / Dead people / Feeling of abandonment/ Ask for help / Hopelessness - would rather die than live / Be 
misunderstood  (get angry)  changes of mood and intellect with physical symptoms / Ailments for all busines 
/ Indolence / Lassitude / Dismay 
 
THEMATIC 2 – DISARTICULATION (DISUNITY, DISJUNCTION, SEPARATION, DETACHMENT)  
As if they were loosely articulated joints / like the knee joints were give in/ as per sprain/ like sprain offset  
Breakdown / lack of firmness / limping  / ineffective efforts / motor difficulty to articulate the words /  
Down stairs (worse) / high places (worse) / as if the board were forced to break up / as if the head was 
pulled back / As if the skin were lifted or pulled / like the teeth had been raised / as if the brain were 
pressed / As if the brain pressed on all sides / as if the head were pressed / as if your eyes were pushed out   
As if water was being pressed out of the eyes / watery eyes / As if someone pressed firmly with a nail  
As a weight/weight / pressure / oppression/ pressure of the hat (worse) / press 
(aggravates/improvement)/touch. As if something had been given off / as if the brain were out / abstraction 
of mind / disconnected ideas / Detachment /fall / as if something (the brain) fall inside the head /  
As if something great had fallen in the abdome / As if the tendons were too short / Contraction / Shortening 
/ muscle spasms / stretching / contortion / difficulty to swallow (by spasms) / distorted faces  
As a track around the eyeballs / as if your breath was prevented in the trachea 
 
THEMATIC 3 – LACK OF VITAL REACTION  
Lack of vital heat / shivers/chills / coldness / cold sensation / as like a cold / as for an air stream or cold 
wind / as ice was placed upon / exhaustion / fatigue / weakness / physical and mental effort (worse)  
write (worse) / squinting (worse) seat / stand up (worse) / wake up (worse/improvement)/raise the 
member (improves)/move (aggravates/improvement)/walk (during/after) (aggravates/improvement) / 
walk outdoors (aggravates/improvement) /  running (worse) / move members (worse) /  move the head 
(aggravates/improvement) / caughing (worse)  / lack of vital reaction /  weak heart and circulation 
hopelessness - would rather die than live / apparent death / catalepsy / sudden death / fast effect like 
insects crawling on the skin or biting / dead people / homens elderly with long beards / a feeling of 
excitement / health (physical and emotional) / good humor / humour cheerful / new vivacity / happiness / 
bliss / light (worse) / laugh (worse) / sexual desire / erections 
 
THEMATIC 4 – WEAK MIND/SPINNING IN A CIRCLE  
Weak-minded / difficult /mental operations / As if the brain was shrouded in a haze/ As if there wasn't 
enough sleep / concentration difficult / Slow and disconnected Ideas / Disabled ideas / As if everything was 
spinning in a circle / abundant Ideas 
 
THEMATIC 5 - SENSITIVITY DESTROYED X PHYSICAL SUFFERING  
Senses dulled / Sensitivity destroyed / As if his tongue had been burned / Vision obscured as a veil before 
your eyes / Everything seems too big: feelings and illusions (disappear by touch) / As if the head were 
increased / as if the eyeballs were too big / Like he was swollen / like a tumor in the abdomen / As if by a 
mass in my throat/ Like insects crawling on the skin or biting / As if bed was too hard / As if I had walked 
several miles / like the intestines were sliced / Waves (of heat) climbing the back / Like hot steam to rise 
from the stomach / As a pleasant warmth / As near a hot stove (worse/better) 
 
THEMATIC 6 -  AGGRAVATION FOR FEED  
As if the stomach was full of water / Dyspepsia / Stomach deranged 
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